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Summary
Streaming media application is one of the most exciting applications on the In-
ternet. It created many related new businesses and successful stories. Despite
its commercial success, media streaming still faces many challenging technological
issues that need to be addressed, such as format complexity, large volume and
high requirements on quality-of-service (QoS). All of them make streaming media
applications computation-intensive.
Although manufactures and scientists strive hard to enhance the computing
power of the computer, it still cannot satisfy the huge computing requirement of
streaming media computation. Some other researchers organize computer clusters
with tight interconnection or high-speed network. It is also not ideal, because the
high requirements on network and system members make it expensive and not eas-
ily available. All the above solutions can be categorized into architecture-based
approaches. Their common disadvantage is that they highly rely on the devel-
opment of the physical equipments, either single computer’s hardware or network
infrastructure, which directly involved in data processing or communications.
In order to overcome this disadvantage, software-based solutions are currently
carried out by applying parallelism to media processing. In video stream processing,
there are three kinds of parallelism: temporal, spatial and functional. Temporal
and spatial parallelism can be grouped into data parallelism. Our solution focuses
on functional parallelism in order to avoid the complex data decompose-reassemble
operations, optimize bandwidth-consuming transmission of media data in some
vii
cases, and make an alternative solution to the computational intensity problem in
media processing.
This thesis applies functional parallelism to video effects processing. We rep-
resented a video effect task as a directed graph, in which the nodes stand for the
functional operations and the edges stand for the data dependencies between func-
tional nodes. In our parallel system, a task will be decomposed and distributed
to several computers for parallel processing. This system is composed of one mas-
ter and several slaves. The master communicates with outer world and controls
inner system running. Slaves come from general-purpose computers on a LAN.
They contribute their free cycles to our system by requesting and performing the
subtasks. An idle-initiative mechanism, work stealing, is used for task scheduling
in our parallel processing system. A corresponding work stealing control protocol
(WSCP) was developed for managing communications between collaborative hosts.
A cost model that can estimate costs of both stealers and victims was designed to
avoid unnecessary parallelization.
In this thesis, we described our parallel system architecture, corresponding par-
allel methods and related design issues. We also introduced a prototype we devel-
oped. Our experimental results demonstrate that our system achieves impressive
efficiency and robustness. It illustrates that functional parallelism with proper task






Multimedia has penetrated almost all aspects of our daily life. It develops at
a dramatic speed and becomes almost indispensable nowadays. Currently, the
contents of multimedia data are shifting away from still images and text towards
real-time continuous media streams. However, the format complexity and large-
volume property of multimedia data cause the progress of multimedia applications
to rely highly on the enhancement of computational power. The requirement of
computational power in many applications being developed now has exceeded the
capacity of current microprocessors. It was estimated that multimedia applications
would dominate at least 90% computing cycles in 2000 [1].
At the same time, accompanying the prevalence and development of both In-
ternet and personal computers, more and more computers can access Internet con-
veniently. Consequently, networked multimedia applications such as video confer-
encing and telephony are becoming popular. Networked media applications also
become commonplace in education and find their uses in interactive learning and
distributed lecture system. Another hot field for these applications is entertain-
ment. Interactive game, video on demand systems for movies and pop music are
enjoyed by more and more people.
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However, the high requirements on data volume and service quality of multime-
dia applications often conflict with constraints of network resources like bandwidth.
In order to provide satisfying quality-of-service (QoS) of multimedia application
and meet resource constrains at the same time, transmission of media streams
should be properly managed.
Media adaptation is an example of such management of media streams. It
transforms media streams to different fidelities for heterogeneous end hosts and
network links. Three common media adaptation operations are transcoding, filter-
ing and mixing [2]. Transcoding changes the format or bit rate of a stream. This
makes media steams adaptive to heterogeneous hosts and networks. For example,
a low-power PC located at a low-bandwidth network connects a multicast session
and tries to fetch video data from a high-bit-rate stream. Transcoding on the
stream to reduce the bit rate is necessary to avoid waste of bandwidth and network
congestion. Filtering is used to select or block certain streams. For example, a
receiver can select different streams by specifying their source addresses. Mixing
allows combination of multiple streams. For example, a “picture-in-picture” video
effect is a typical operation of mixing.
A common characteristic of media adaptation operations is that they are com-
putationally intensive. The required computations of media processing tasks often
exceed the ability of a single, modern microprocessor. The development in com-
pression technology also increases computational overhead of media processing on
encoding and decoding multimedia data. Thus, the main problem that must be
addressed in streaming media processing is how to get sufficient computational
power for the computationally intensive tasks in media adaptation processing.
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1.2 Existing Approaches
1.2.1 Architecture-based Approaches
One subclass of the approaches to the computation-intensive problem is architecture-
based approaches, namely, achieving higher performance by organizing and improv-
ing the architecture of computer hardware or computer system.
Developing supercomputers and multiprocessors are typical examples that aim
at increasing the computing power of single computer by enhancing the capacity
and architecture of computer hardware. The drawbacks of this solution are appar-
ent. As can be seen, it depends highly on the development of hardware technology,
and this is a very expensive solution. It will be a dilemma for an ordinary end user:
there are really some necessary tasks exceeding the feasibility of common micro-
processor; however, buying an expensive supercomputer for processing the biggest
task ever needed and leaving it idle for most of the time is obviously a waste of
both money and resource.
Cluster computing is a solution that exploits networked clustered machines
to form a powerful computer system. It constructs computer system in a com-
paratively narrow domain usually with highly coupled PCs or workstations on a
high-speed network. Network of workstations (NOW) [3] is a successful case of
cluster computing. It is composed of a number of clustered workstations connected
via high-speed switched networks. Although this approach does not simply rely on
the power of single machines, it depends on the clustering structure. The cluster
members are required to be highly connected, with similar processing power and
bandwidth. These enabling prerequisites determine this solution also architecture-
based, expensive and not easily available.
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1.2.2 Software-based Parallelization Techniques
Other than the architecture-based approaches, another subclass of the existing
approaches is software-based parallelization techniques.
More and more researchers notice the advantages of software-based solutions.
A software-based solution is an adaptive and cheap way to fulfill the diverse re-
quirements of different media processing applications. It provides the convenience
to make the most of the existing network infrastructure and commodity computers.
It also has good compatibility with diverse data formats and application program-
ming interfaces (API).
In general, there are two paradigms of parallelism: data parallelism and func-
tional parallelism.
Data parallelism distributes processing data to different processing units. The
common mode of data parallelism is that decomposed data are processed by dif-
ferent processing nodes using the same operations or programs.
In stream media processing, there are two fundamental types of data paral-
lelism. One is temporal parallelism, the other is spatial parallelism. In temporal
parallelism, video/audio frames are divided into several groups (e.g. two groups
for odd and even frames respectively) and assigned to independent processors to
be processed. In spatial parallelism, each frame of the stream is decomposed into
several regions. Different regions are sent to independent processors for processing.
The other basic paradigm of parallelism is functional parallelism, which is cho-
sen as the approach of this thesis and presented in the next section.
1.3 Our Approaches
Our approach applies functional parallelism to the computation-intensive tasks in
media processing, in order to achieve less processing time and higher throughput.
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Besides, our functional parallelism aims at collecting and exploiting free cycles of
network computers. This thesis presents a scheme of a parallel processing sys-
tem that processes streaming media by using existing general-purpose hosts on
networks. The parallel processing of our system is scheduled by work stealing
(Section 2.3.4) mechanism.
1.3.1 Parallelization
Functional parallelism is chosen as our parallelization technique because of the fol-
lowing reasons. First of all, functional parallelism is different from data parallelism
in that it decomposes processing task but not processing data. Therefore, it avoids
the decomposing and reassembling operations of stream data in data parallelism,
which are usually much more complex and time-consuming than task decomposi-
tion in functional parallelism. Secondly, functional parallelism provides the oppor-
tunity to reduce the amount of data transmitted on network. In data parallelism,
the stream data are first sent to the divider host for data decomposing before they
flow to the hosts for data processing. While in functional parallelism, tasks instead
of stream data will be sent to the divider host for decomposing. Thus, the stream
data can be sent directly from the original sender(s) to the target processing hosts
if a shorter path exists in between. Similarly, the output stream data can be sent
directly from the processing hosts to the final receiver(s) without passing through
a combiner host. This is beneficial to reduce transmission overhead because the
data volume of task migration is much lower than that of stream data transmis-
sion. Finally, since temporal parallelism and spatial parallelism have been studied
and applied to video processing in [4] and [5] respectively, we attempt to study
the feasibility of applying functional parallelism to video processing and make an
alternative solution to the computational intensity problem in this field.
Functional parallelism is based on that there are separable functional units in
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the task. As the use of media processing increases, the processing tasks become
more and more complicated and one task is often a combination of several small
tasks with different functions. Even for the tasks that looks like unitary in function,
we can also represent most of them as a set of combined finer-grained operations
(i.e. a combination of a set of functional units). This provides us the prerequisite
to apply functional parallelism to media processing.
In functional parallelism, operations of the original task are grouped into differ-
ent sets and distributed to collaborative processors. Each subtask communicates
with one or several other subtasks. The output of one subtask can be the input of
a certain number of other subtasks.
Specifically, we use a decentralized work stealing scheduling mechanism to real-
ize the parallelism. Work stealing is an idle-initiative approach to task scheduling
in parallel processing. In work stealing, idle workers attempt to steal tasks from
busy workers. In our system, idle slaves act as stealers who intend to partake of
the media processing task with the master. If the capacity of an idle slave meets
the minimum requirements of the application and there exists a task that can be
further decomposed, then this slave will successfully steal a subtask. The master is
responsible for system management and it also undertakes all the remaining sub-
tasks that are not stolen. Work stealing has been successfully applied to scheduling
multithreaded computations [6], while it is used to schedule media processing tasks
in our system.
Typical media processing tasks are video effects [4] that include titling, com-
positing effects (e.g. picture-in-picture) and transition effects (e.g. blends, fades,
wipes). They are computationally intensive, time consuming and usually have
high demand on quality of service (QoS). Video effects are widely used in tele-
communications like video conferencing or virtual classrooms. They are effective
for communicating and maintaining audience interest [7] and are considered as an
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important part of video manipulation [8]. In our work, a video effect task is repre-
sented as a direct acyclic graph and it can be decomposed into subtasks according
to a bandwidth-based decomposition algorithm [9].
1.3.2 Architecture
Our system consists of a master host and dynamically joining and leaving slave
hosts on networks. These system members come from general-purpose hosts who
belong to different owners but are willing to contribute their free cycles and benefit
from this collaboration. The master is responsible for most of the communica-
tions with outer world and the control of inner system running. It receives media
processing tasks from outer clients, decomposes the tasks, and distributes these
subtasks to currently available slaves. Slaves perform the subtasks and send real-
time reports back to the master. These reports are used by the master to evaluate
the benefits of the parallelization. Parallelization without benefit will be stopped.
As we know, the existing general-purpose hosts on networks may be with differ-
ent computational powers and their available time periods may be dynamic. This
can be viewed as a subclass of host heterogeneity. In order to exploit free cycles
of those computers, our system was designed to adapt to this heterogeneous and
dynamic network reality. This heterogeneity-oriented design was reflected as the
following three aspects.
First, our system is able to exploit dynamically changed system members when
the processing is ongoing. The number of the slaves is variable, and their come-
and-go is self-determined. Distribution of subtasks happens whenever any new
collaborative member comes, provided that the task can be further decomposed.
If any member quits the system, its subtask will be merged back to the master.
Second, our system has the strategy that guarantees the effectiveness of paral-
lelization. In a heterogeneous network environment, task migration may not bring
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benefits to the overall performance because of the complexity and diversity of the
system members, variation of the network traffic, computational overhead of paral-
lelization and so on. In our system, any network computer who wants to contribute
its free cycles may apply to join our collaboration. However, our system exploits
the Qualify Examination (QE) to the new applicants and the real-time measure-
control to the working members to guarantee that every task migration is beneficial
to the overall performance.
Third, our system will not be damaged by the collapse of individual slaves. Ro-
bustness should be highlighted if dynamic members are expected to be exploited in
our parallelism. In a non-tightly connected system, it is very likely that the system
lose connection with one or more working members. Our system can guarantee that
breakdown of working members will not influence the normal running of the whole
system. This is achieved by the integrative combination of the decompose-merge
strategy, the communication protocol and the cost model.
As we can see, our system architecture is based on neither high-powered ma-
chines, nor highly connected high-speed interconnections, but only existing com-
putational powers on common networks. The key enabling technology is again
our software-based solution: we carry out software-based parallelism and apply
a series of software-based techniques in the system design and implementation in
order to guarantee that we can make good use of those existing resources. Our
software techniques and system architecture lead to the main advantages of our
solution: it is independent of developments of hardware and network; it can be
quickly constructed with great convenience and attractive low cost.
1.4 Contributions
This thesis proposes a parallel approach to address the computation-intensity prob-
lem in stream media processing. We utilize work stealing mechanism to schedule
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functional parallelism, aiming at exploiting the existing computational power and
free cycles on the network to benefit the computing. We developed a prototype
of this parallel processing system and carried out experiments that demonstrated
our solution is effective in reducing end-to-end processing delay and increasing
throughput. We conclude our contributions as follows:
• We developed the first working prototype of a system that adopts functional
parallelism and exploits general-purpose idle hosts on a LAN to process mul-
timedia streams.
In this prototype, a task can be represented in either graph-based or script-
based modes. This dual-mode representation is able to take advantages of
both modes: the graph mode is efficient to do task transformation while script
mode is convenient for user configuration. A task translator was developed
to convert a task from graph mode to script mode. The original task will
be decomposed into functional subtasks, which are distributed to general-
purpose hosts on a LAN and scheduled by using work stealing. On each
host, there is a processing agent responsible for the actual video processing.
Our processing agent called WsAgent was developed by extending the Degas
[10] agent. Its new ability is that it can identify specific source streams in a
session among multiple streams.
• We modified work stealing used for scheduling multithreads so that it can be
used for scheduling continuous task of video stream processing.
Work stealing has been successfully applied to multithreaded computations
[6]. However, modifications are necessary if it is used in video stream pro-
cessing because this is a different scenario. First of all, in multithreaded
computing, basic processing units are threads, each of which is executed only
one time. A thread will be put in a queue if the local processor is not working
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on it. In contrast, in video stream processing, task is performed repeatedly
for continuous frames but not single image, leaving any subtask in a queue
may lead to incomplete processing result for the successive frames. Therefore,
the first modification is based on the split-merge of the task and the usage
of the queue. In our system, subtasks are spawned only when stealers arrive
and then stored in the queue to be stolen. The master merges the remaining
subtasks and executes them if the number of the subtasks is more than that
of current slaves. Secondly, multithreaded computation is usually carried out
on multiprocessor or NOW [3], which are based on either single computer or
highly connected architecture. Thus random work stealing between any two
processors is easily supported. In contrast, our system is expected to exploit
general-purpose computers on common networks, direct communication be-
tween dynamically joining and leaving slaves needs much more complex work.
To keep it simple, our second modification is that our system communication
is restricted to master-slave mode. By using the master’s decision, this mod-
ified work stealing mechanism also inherits some attractive features in work
sharing.
• We designed and implemented a protocol called work stealing control protocol
(WSCP) for the communications between collaborative workers in parallel
processing.
This protocol is designed according to our modified work stealing mecha-
nism. It is a soft-state protocol, whose robustness characteristic fits for our
loosely connected environment. Besides, we designed a cost model that coop-
erates with our protocol to guarantee the performance of the parallelization
scheduled by work stealing mechanism. This cost model evaluates the par-
allel processing in run-time by collecting feedback reports and analyzing the
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statistics.
1.5 Organization
This thesis is comprised of six chapters. In Chapter 2, we present background
knowledge and some related work as either basis of our work or comparisons with
our work. Chapter 3 describes the design of our system. Implementation issues
are presented in Chapter 4. We evaluate our experimental results and discuss
the performance and other characteristics of our system in Chapter 5. Chapter 6
concludes our work and previews the future work.
Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
In this chapter, we first briefly presents the necessary knowledge of media streaming
that is important to our work as well as the software we used to build our system.
Then we overview the related research as a comparison with our work.
2.1 Streaming Media
2.1.1 RTP
RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol) [11] is a protocol designed for the transport
of multimedia data. It provides timing reconstruction, loss detection and media
identification. But RTP does not provide connections establishment, guaranteed
delivery or resource reservations. RTP uses some fixed header fields to supply
transport support for common functions of real-time applications. The following
are the important header fields:
• Payload Type: used to define different formats for different types of contents
in a packet, mapping can be specified by the profile of application;
• Sequence Number: used by the receiver to detect packet loss or restore packet
sequence;
• Time Stamp: used to allow synchronization and jitter calculations;
12
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• SSRC (Synchronization source): used to identify the synchronization source.
It is randomly chosen and globally unique within a particular RTP session.
A receiver groups packets by this number for playback;
RTCP (Real-time control protocol) is the control part of RTP. It provides feed-
back information on the quality of the real-time transmission and conveys infor-
mation about the participants. The feedback function is realized by using sender
and receiver reports. RTCP uses an identifier called CNAME to associate different
streams from a given RTP sender (e.g. synchronize audio and video).
2.1.2 Compression Standard
Video compression is indispensable in video streaming over networks. The high
cost of video compression is the direct factor that drives the generation of the
standards for video compression. In this section, we will introduce two important
video compression standards used in our experiments: H.261, Motion-JPEG.
H.261
H.261 [12] is a standard mechanism to compress video stream. Because it has
strong temporal component to compress video, it is more suitable for video that
has low data rates (e.g. movie that has little change between frames).
There is a hierarchy of H.261 frame structure. Each H.261 video frame contains
several Group of Blocks (GOB). One GOB is composed of a set of units. Each
unit is 3 lines of 11 macro blocks (MB). Each MB holds 4 blocks of luminance
information and 2 blocks of chrominance information. Corresponding information
are specified at each level in this hierarchy. The changed blocks will be encoded by
first computing the discrete cosine transform (DCT) of their coeefficients and then
Huffman encoding.
Directly transmitting the Huffman-encoded blocks on networks will cause some
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problems. Decoding in each level needs the information carried in upper level of
the hierarchy. Meanwhile, one video frame is usually too large to be encapsulated
into one packet. This means one needs to receive all packets to correctly decode
one frame, which will lead to poor result on error resilience. By adding more
information of upper level into the packet, which starts and ends at MB boundary,
H.261 packet can be decoded independently.
The following fields of RTP header need to be specified when transmitting H.261
video stream by applying RTP: Payload Type should be H.261 payload format;
Timestamp should be the sampling instant of the first video image contained in
the RTP packet; Marker bit should be 1 in the last packet of a video frame, 0
otherwise.
Motion JPEG
JPEG [13] is a standard of compression techniques for continuous tone, still images.
Motion-JPEG [14], also named Moving-JPEG, is the way in which JPEG is applied
on video stream by viewing each frame as a single still image, compressing them
separately and transmitting them in sequences.
In JEGP standard, there are four modes of operations and three formats of
compressed data. The four modes are: the sequential DCT mode, the progressive
DCT mode, the lossless mode, and the hierarchical mode. The three formats
are: the interchange format, the abbreviated format, and the table-specification
format. Image is encapsulated into one or more frames based on modes. Each
frame contains several scans. There are one to four components in one scan. Those
components represent the three color-components (red, green, blue or YUV) of
color signals. Each scan is composed of a set of Minimum Coded Units (MCU).
On MCU boundaries, there may be markers called restart marker, which is the
indicator of decoding and also, the only type of marker that can be included into
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the entropy-encoded data.
JPEG frames are usually much bigger than network packet size. Thus, transmit-
ting them on networks usually needs encapsulating each frame into several packets.
Figure 2.1 briefly shows the format of JPEG packet.
RTP Header Main JPEG Header
Restart Marker Header
(if Type values 64-127)
Quantization Header
(if Q values 128-255)
Packet Data
Type-specific Fragment Offset
Type Q Width Height
JPEG Header
Figure 2.1: RTP packet with JPEG payload
There is a JPEG payload header immediately following the RTP header. Main
JPEG header is at the beginning of the JPEG payload header. Fragment Offset,
which records the offset of current packet in the frame, is in this header. Following
Main JPEG header, there may be Restart Marker header or Quantization header,
whose appearance is based on the value of Type and Q fields in Main JPEG header.
The Restart Marker header carries the information to decode a JPEG frame or a
chunk, which is a data unit fragmented from a frame to support partial frame
decoding. If a chunk can be encapsulated into one packet, this packet can be
decoded independently. Otherwise, the F and L bits in the Restart Marker header
will be used to properly decode this chunk. In this case, the F bit of the first packet
and the L bit of the last packet of the chunk will be set to 1. In general, after a
decoder receives either a packet with both its F and L bits set or a sequence of
packets with one’s F bit set and another’s L bit set, it can begin decoding. The
Quantization header is used to specify the quantization tables.
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Above is the related background knowledge. In the next section, we introduce
the software that are used to build our system.
2.2 Software
The implementation of this project is built upon an existing public software system
for media streaming, Open Mash. In open mash, there are many useful tools or
software modules that help construct system conveniently.
2.2.1 Open Mash
Open Mash [15] is a public domain software system with many portable toolkits
for doing research on distributed collaboration and streaming media applications.
Although many commercial organizations are working on analogous software on
multimedia streaming libraries/middleware or have produced some good tools, the
common limitations of these systems are notable. They are typically applied on
specific platforms, not portable, not compatible with IETF standard (e.g. RTP),
and the source codes of these tools are not available. Furthermore, the interests of
the system features and capabilities are quite different between research organiza-
tions and commercial markets. Open Mash collects a set of tools such as vic [16]
and degas [10], which are suitable and convenient for research experimentation on
media streaming and distributed processing. The first generation of Open Mash
tools are developed by the Internet Mbone research community, by applying split
system architecture. The lower layer of this architecture is implemented in conven-
tional C/C++ for high-performance functions while the upper layer is implemented
in a scripting language Tcl/Tk/OTcl [17][18] to combine the lower-layer functions
and interact with users.
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2.2.2 Dali Library
Dali [19] is a library of reusable operations for building up process-intensive multi-
media applications.
There are two conventional modes to construct systems for multimedia ap-
plications. One is to implement by writing basic programs in high-performance
languages such as C. The other is to exploit high-level, black-boxed libraries. Both
modes have their obvious disadvantages. The codec of multimedia data has the
property of complexity; programming from the bottom is very time-consuming,
which prevents us from building system in this way. In contrast, high-level libraries
avoid this drawback but loss the high-performance and optimization characteristics
of the former one.
Dali library is designed to take advantages of both the conventional high-level
libraries and the manual C programs. Dali library is composed of finer primitives
than the ones conventional high-level libraries are composed of. It achieves the
convenient, reusable qualities of high-level APIs as well as the high efficiency of C
codes. It is implemented as an intermediate level between high-level libraries and
foundational programs.
The novel design principles make Dali accomplish its combination of good points
of two different modes. First, Dali allows resource control. Programmers can fully
manage the efficiency-critical resources such as memory and I/O operators. To
learn more details of these mechanisms such as I/O separation, memory sharing
and explicit memory allocation, please refer to [19]. Second, Dali provides “thinner”
primitives. With these primitives, complex operation is decomposed into simple
ones, which makes the higher-level optimization possible. Finally, Dali exposes the
structure of compressed data. It exposes intermediate structures in the decoding
process as well as the structure of the underlying bit stream. It also provides basic
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operations on these structures. Those operations are: find, parse, encode, skip and
dump.
Dali library provides researchers on media streaming an easy way to build ef-
ficient system in this field. It is also a beneficial attempt on high-performance
multimedia APIs.
2.2.3 Degas Media Gateway
Degas [10] is an application-level programmable media gateway system. The inten-
tion of Degas is to efficiently perform computationally intensive media operations
by moving the computational powers from edges of networks to the inside nodes of
networks. The idea of a programmable gateway can be traced back to the concept
Active Networking [20]. The programmability is the main characteristic of Degas
system.
The input of Degas system is a user-defined program called “deglet”, which
allows users to configure or specify the desired operations such as filtering and
mixing of media streams on the gateway. Typically, one “deglet” is a segment
of text composed of two parts. The beginning part is a set of key-value pairs,
which specifies parameters such as input and output media format of the task
as well as constrains like IP address and latency to locate the suitable gateways.
The other part is a sequence of event-invoked methods specifying the operations
corresponding to certain events respectively. This design is a kind of declarative
model. Furthermore, it makes the specification separated from the input data type,
which increases the flexibility of this mechanism.
Figure 2.2 is an example of deglet. This example reads two video streams and
combines them to form a picture-in-picture (PIP) effect. Line 1 to 8 specify input
and output parameters. The function init callback in line 9 to 13 is called at the
beginning of the deglet execution. In this callback, we set the number of source
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1  sources *
2  max_num_of_sources 2
3  input_session 224.4.4.4/4000/16
4  input_frame     {in inW inH}
5  output_frame    {out outW outH}
6  output_format   {JPEG}
7  output_size     {QCIF}
8  output_fps      {5}
9  init_callback {
10 set num_of_source 0
11 set src_list {}




16 lappend src_list $src
17 set sw [frame_get_w_subsample $in($src)]
18 set sh [frame_get_h_subsample $in($src)]
19 set f($src) [frame_new $inW($src) $inH($src) $sw $sh]
20 }
21 del_source_callback {
22    frame_free f($src)
23 }
24 recv_frame_callback {
25 if {$num_of_source == 1} {
26 frame_scale in($src) out
27 } else {
28 frame_copy in($src) f($src)
29 set s1 [lindex $src_list 0]
30 set s2 [lindex $src_list 1]
31 frame_scale f($s1) out






Figure 2.2: A deglet example of PIP video effect
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as 0 and set up an empty source list src list. An inside virtual picture clip is set
up at the specified location. Line 14 to 23 list two callbacks called when a source
is received or leaves. In line 24 to 34, recv frame callback performs the PIP
operation. If only one stream is received, it will be scaled directly from the input
frame to the output frame. Otherwise, when two streams are received, they will be
scaled to the output frame and the clipped virtual frame respectively. Finally, line
35 to 37 define the function to call when the deglet exits. We free the allocated
memory here.
Table 2.1 and 2.2 [10] summarize the lists of available keys and callbacks re-
spectively.
Keys Illustrations
sources The sources this deglet is interested
in.










Specify the format, dimension,
frame rate and bit rate of the output
stream.
precondition The conditions that a gateway must
satisfy before it can serve this de-
glet.
description Textual description of what this de-
glet does.
controlling cliens Clients that are allowed to control
and modify this deglet.
Table 2.1: A summary of available keys in deglet specification
As for the execution optimization, which is highly related to input and out-
put stream data, Degas system has another mechanism to accomplish it. Briefly
speaking, it is the Tcl interpreter extended with Dali commands that is responsible
for optimization and translating the “deglet” into lower layer codes. Several opti-




Executed when the deglet starts.
outf is the output frame.
destroy callback Executed when the deglet stops.
new source callback
(src id, inf)
Executed when a new source is de-
tected. src id is the the source iden-
tifier. inf is the input frame.
del source callback
(src id)
Executed when a source identified
by src id leaves the session.
recv frame callback
(src id, inf, outf)
Executed when a frame from source
src id is received. inf is the received
frame. outf is the output frame.
mouse click callback
(x, y)
Executed when a mouse click is de-
tected at coordinate (x,y) on the
output window of the client.
input resize callback
(src id, inf)
Executed when input dimension of
source src id is changed.
talk start callback
(src id)
Executed when a talk spurt is de-
tected from source src id.
talk stop callback
(src id)
Executed when the beginning of
a silence period is detected from
source src id.
Table 2.2: A summary of available callbacks in deglet specification
mal combinations of Dali functions are previously defined for each of the high-level
API. Degas system will choose the best version of combination for these APIs at
run-time based on the input and output stream.
Another important issue in Degas system is the selection of the optimal gateway
to provide service for a client. The constrain-conditions listed among the key-
value pairs in “deglet” helps solve this problem. Besides, a control protocol called
Adaptive Gateway Location Protocol (AGLP) [21] is developed for locating the
suitable gateway.
In summary, Degas system effectively exploits the computational power within
the network. The programmability of Degas system simplifies the interacting be-
tween the system and user, thus it makes the development of new service much
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easier.
2.3 Related Work
In this section, we overview the research study on parallel computing related to
multimedia processing. We begin with the introduction of multiprocessor.
2.3.1 Multiprocessor
Multiprocessor is used to increase the computing power of single computer. In a
multiprocessor system, there are more than one processing units managed by one
single operating system on a machine.
From the perspective of memory sharing, multiprocessor systems can be divided
into two categories: distributed memory machines and shared memory machines.
In the shared memory category, all processors share a common address space to
access main memory. In contrast, in the distributed memory category, every pro-
cessor has its private memory. Communications between processors rely on the
messages transmitted through the interconnection network. Another categoriza-
tion is based on the point of synchronism: SIMD (Single Instruction, Multiple
Data flow) and MIMD (Multiple Instructions, Multiple Data flow). In SIMD,
which is a synchronous mode, same instructions are broadcasted to all the proces-
sors working on different data. This is a sort of data parallelism and suitable for
comparatively regular data like vectors or matrices. More general-purpose multi-
processor systems should be categorized into the other group, MIMD, which is an
asynchronous mode. Each processor works on its own flows of instructions and
data located either locally or globally. This is a sort of functional parallelism or a
combination of data parallelism and functional parallelism.
The topology of interconnection network is another important issue in multi-
processor systems. Many topologies have been designed and implemented such as
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Crossbar, Mesh, Hypercube and so on. There are also many hierarchical topologies
developed from these typical designs. Interested readers can obtain more informa-
tion in [22].
MVP [23] is a multiprocessor system applied on multimedia processing. It
incorporates multiple programmable processors on a single chip. MVP is one of the
shared memory multiprocessors. It applies crossbar network as the interconnection
network. It can scale well to different number of processors and support a diversity
of media processing applications.
2.3.2 Cluster Computing
A computer cluster is a set of computers or workstations that works together like a
powerful computer. Cluster Computing is a popular approach in parallel comput-
ing. It developed dramatically in the last two decades and is widely used in both
scientific research and commercial market place now. The popularity of cluster
computing can be attributed to the following reasons. Although CPU speed and
memory capacity of supercomputer double every a couple of years, there are still a
set of computational problems that can be solved by parallel system cheaply and
effectively. Well-designed cluster computing systems can achieve many desirable
features such as high throughput, load balancing, exploiting spare CPU cycles,
high availability and good scalability. Another characteristic of a cluster is the ro-
bustness in case of system failure such as power cut and running error of operating
system, which means crash in part of a cluster may not affect the overall system
running or even worse, lead to a disaster of the whole system.
In a cluster, there are usually several highly connected computers or worksta-
tions with similar type or configuration. These computers share resources and
work together based on the software installed on the local operating systems. In
Mark Baker et al’s review [24], these software packages are divided into two groups:
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Cluster Management Software(CMS) and Cluster computing Environments(CCE).
The major difference between CMS and CCE is that CMS works on the user level
of operating system while CCE works after modifying the kernel to support desired
environment.
Condor [25] [26] is a CMS-based cluster system. The main significance of this
system is that it effectively exploits the computational power of the idle worksta-
tions in a cluster. A resource pool is set up to collect and allocate the spare CPU
cycles of an idle workstation. In addition, it achieves this feature without modify-
ing the kernel or degrading the rights of the owners of workstations. NOW [3] is
a CCE cluster system. It provides a computational environment for many upper-
level applications and demonstrates that NOW is suitable for not only parallel
applications but also for the tasks conventionally executed on single workstations.
In a typical cluster computing system, there exists a master machine responsible
for monitoring available resources as well as the queues of existing jobs, collecting
feedback reports from other parallel working nodes in the cluster and making dy-
namic scheduling based on the above information to realize load balancing. But
from the outside of a cluster, it appears as a single computational unit achieving
high throughput.
This paradigm is quite close to our design of system framework. However,
there are some serious limitations impeding us to achieve our demands. First of
all, a cluster relies on a tightly connected network as the system infrastructure.
In our project, we try to construct system by exploiting general-purpose PCs in
heterogeneous networks. Thus, our system is more scalable and can be applied
to common networks or even Internet, which does not have tightly connected net-
work infrastructure. Furthermore, cluster is usually composed of similar or even
more demanding, same type of high performance computers or workstations. By
contrast, our design goal is that our system can accept general-purpose, or low-
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powered machines to join our work as long as they meet the bottom requirements
for the particular task. In addition, there is always a barrier of a cluster caused
by the ownership of workstations, which leads to much effort on negotiation. We
solve this problem by adopting a worker-active mechanism. Finally, a tightly-
connected cluster with similar computers must be much more expensive than our
loosely-connected system that utilizes general-purpose PCs on network.
2.3.3 Data Parallelism in Media Processing
Data parallelism is a basic paradigm to carry out software-based parallelism. It is
applied to solve computationally intensive problems and it is usually adopted when
the volume of data causes the bottleneck of processing. It has been widely used in
many research fields such as image processing and database transaction systems.
In video stream processing, data parallelism can be further divided into two types:
temporal parallelism and spacial parallelism.
In temporal parallelism, video frames of a stream are multiplexed to multiple
processors according to certain rules. Figure 2.3 (a) shows us an example of tem-
poral parallelism. Processor 1 is responsible for the multiplexing of video stream
A. Odd and even frames are sent to processor 2 and processor 3 respectively for
processing. Then at processor 4, the multiplexed sub-streams are reassembled to
form the final output steam.
In spatial parallelism, every video frame is partitioned into different regions and
assigned to multiple processors for processing. Figure 2.3 (b) shows us an example
of spacial parallelism. The roles of the four processors in this example are similar
to the example in temporal parallelism. The only difference is the scheme of data
partitioning.
Ketan Mayer-Patel and Lawrence A. Rowe have explored the use of both tem-
poral and spacial parallelism in [4] and [5] respectively. Their system is constructed












































































































Figure 2.3: Temporal and spatial parallelism
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on a high bandwidth, low latency network. In the system, there is a server host
who is responsible for communication with end users, resource management and
task mapping. There are also several collaborative hosts that are used to carry out
parallel processing. For both temporal and spacial parallelism, there are one host
(called either “selector” or “divider”) for data partition and another one (called
either “interleaver” or “combiner”) for data convergence in their system.
Although their research and ours share some of the same goal and solutions,
there are significant differences. The first difference is obvious that their solution is
based on data parallelism while ours is based on functional parallelism. Second, our
parallelism is designed to exploit dynamically changed system members on common
networks to perform the task. Third, work stealing is used for task scheduling in
our parallel processing.
2.3.4 Work Stealing
Work stealing [27] is an approach for scheduling concurrent jobs in parallel comput-
ing. The central idea of work stealing is that the idle worker will be the initiative
part in the collaborative communication, which is also called “idle-initiative”. That
is, the workers without work currently will steal job from other busy workers ran-
domly. On the contrary, the companion approach is work sharing, in which the
busy workers try to oﬄoad part of the work by assigning it to idle workers.
The idea of work stealing firstly appeared in Burton and Sleep’s research [28]
to construct a model for efficiently executing a “process tree” in parallelism. They
allow topologically adjacent workers to steal job from each other when idle. Robert
Blumofe and his partners have applied work-stealing techniques on multithreaded
computation in [29] and cluster computing. For cluster computing, Blumofe’s prior
project called Phish [6] was aimed to solve large-scale parallel problems, while
his posterior project Cilk-NOW [30] developed a runtime system that executes
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Cilk programs adaptively and reliably, where Cilk is multithreaded extension of C
language.
The following example of multithreaded application introduces the basic work-
ing theory and data structures of work stealing. Each worker (most probably a
process here) has a deque (double-ended queue), which has a top end and a bot-
tom end. The elements of this deque are the awaiting threads. When the process
creates a new thread, it pushes this thread into the bottom end of its deque. The
process pops threads from the same bottom end of deque when it finishes current
work (LIFO scheduling). If the process needs more work and the deque is empty,
this process will become a thief. By randomly choosing a busy process as a victim,
it steals a thread from the top end of its deque, if not empty. Ideally, we hope
there are always enough threads for each process. Thus no stealing happens and












Figure 2.4: Double-end queue of work stealing
Work sharing, the counterpart of work stealing, also achieves balanced system
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work load. However, in work sharing, unlike work stealing, occupied workers dis-
tribute surplus tasks to idle ones. Compared with work sharing, work stealing has
many attractive features. Firstly, if all workers have enough work, there will be
much less cost of data exchanging in work stealing than the cost in work sharing.
Secondly, work stealing is much simpler because it avoids the complex resource
management and task mapping in work sharing. Finally, this idle initiative princi-
ple decentralizes the control of the system, which increases the robustness in case
of system failure. These characteristics are more suitable for a dynamic, unpre-
dictable and heterogeneous environment. Therefore, work stealing is the choice of
scheduling approach in our system.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, classic work stealing is used for scheduling of multi-
threaded computations. In the next chapter, we explains how work stealing is
applied to media processing by describing our system design.
Chapter 3
System Design
This chapter presents the details of our system design. We first introduce the over-
all system architecture, including physical components and software architecture.
Then the task model is described. This task model consists of task representation,
task conversion and task decomposition. Section 3.3 explains how work stealing is
applied to media processing in our system. Section 3.4 presents our task processing
agent. In section 3.5, we describe our cost model. It is used to evaluate the benefits
of parallelization in real-time. To fulfill the work stealing scheduling mechanism,
a protocol is designed for communications between these collaborative machines.
We present this protocol at the end of this chapter.
3.1 Architecture
Given a media processing task, with constraints on processing delay and through-
put, how can we exploit available computers with diverse computational capacities
in dynamically changing network environment to process the operations of the
task? This is the problem our system tries to solve. As mentioned in the first
chapter, existing solutions of such computationally intensive problems are either
dependent on the increasing computing power of single supercomputer or based on
highly connected, high-speed networks. We are interested in setting up a system to
30
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perform a media processing task by exploiting available general-purpose computers
on networks. These computers may join or leave at any time.
3.1.1 System Architecture
Figure 3.1 shows the application scenario as well as a profile of the physical ar-
chitecture of our system. The big cloud stands for a common network with many
general-purpose PCs. Our system is constructed on this network. From the outside
world, our system is viewed as a black box. Inside this black box, a permanent
master host and dynamically joining or leaving slave hosts make up of this system.
These slaves come from the general-purpose PCs on this network. A client who
intends to perform a media processing task on certain streams can send its request
to the master. In the request, the client should mainly specify the operations that
need to be performed on the streams, the sources of the streams (i.e. senders of
streams) and the destinations of the processed streams (i.e. receivers of output
streams). Take distance learning as an example, video streams of a lecture are
generated by a video camera (i.e. a sender) and sent to distant classrooms. The
controller (i.e. a client) of local classrooms (i.e. receivers) can use our system to
add titles for this lecture video or create a picture-in-picture effect to maintain
interest of the audience.
Our system performs the media processing task in parallel by using work steal-
ing (section 3.3). As mentioned in Chapter 1, we choose video effect tasks as our
computational objects. The video effect task is represented as a graph (section
3.2.1). After the master receives this task, it begins to process this task by itself.
Newly joined slaves may attempt to steal jobs from the master by sending requests
to the master. The master will decompose the task graph by using a bandwidth-
based algorithm (section 3.2.2). The master will undertake the main subtask and
try to migrate other subtasks to slaves. Subtasks that are not stolen will be ex-















Figure 3.1: General picture of system
ecuted on the master. The master uses a cost model (section 3.5) to determine
whether a migrated subtask should be performed continuously by the slave or by
itself. This cost model also helps the master to determine who will be the victim
when a slave tries to steal a subtask. The communication between the master and
slaves is controlled by our protocol WSCP (section 3.6).
Now we anatomize our system by describing the physical components and soft-
ware modules.
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3.1.2 Physical Components
Physically, our system is comprised of a master machine and arbitrary number
of slave machines. The master machine plays an important role in our system.
Master’s responsibilities include the following:
• Communicating with both clients and slaves;
• Detecting newly incoming streams;
• Decomposing a task;
• Evaluating the benefits of parallelization by using cost model;
• Deciding who should be the victims based on our cost model by finding the
bottleneck of current parallel processing;
Slaves are computers with diverse computing powers on a LAN. These slaves
may join or leave our system at any time.
3.1.3 Software Architecture
Our system is composed of three major modules: Task Representation Module,
Task Scheduling Module, and Task Processing Module, as shown in Figure 3.2.
In Task Representation Module, there are two modes of representation of a task.
One is a Tcl [17] based representation, which is convenient for user configuration on
processing operations. The other is a graph-based representation, which is efficient
to do task transformation. We fully implemented the latter representation in C++,
including the data structures and corresponding operators such as task splitting
and task merging. We also developed the translator between these two modes,
which is responsible for converting a C++ based graph into a Tcl based scripting
program. This makes it easy to decompose a task in the graph mode, at the same
time the subtasks can be sent to slaves as a Tcl script.
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Figure 3.2: Functional modules of the prototype
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Based on the task representation, Task Scheduling Module is constructed. This
is the core module responsible for distributing tasks. There are three main com-
ponents in this module. First, a task decomposition algorithm is needed. In our
system design, a bandwidth-optimizing algorithm [9] is adopted. Second, work
stealing is applied to schedule the tasks. Based on the special characteristics of
video processing tasks, we proposed a scheme that modifies classical work steal-
ing and applies it to our system. Third, based on this work stealing mechanism,
we developed the communication protocol called Work Stealing Control Protocol
(WSCP).
The last functional module is Task Processing Module. It is responsible for
performing the actual processing operations on individual system members after
a task is represented, decomposed and distributed. There are also three compo-
nents in this module. The first component is task conversion. Task conversion is
achieved by using our task translator mentioned in the Task Representation Mod-
ule. The second component is processing agent, which processes video streams. In
this work, we extended existing code for processing video streams with the ability
to identify specific source streams in a session with multiple streams. The third
component is real-time measurements. A cost model was designed to evaluate the
parallel processing in run-time by collecting feedback information and analyzing
the statistics.
From the view of stream processing, we list the main software components on
which our work focuses in the following order.
• Component for task representation
• Component for task decomposition
• Component for task conversion
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• Component for controlling the collaboration in parallelism (Work Stealing
and WSCP)
• Component for media processing (Media Processing Agent)
• Component for evaluating the effectiveness of parallelization (Cost Model)
The rest of this chapter are the design details for every component listed above.
3.2 Task Model
In this section, we present our task model. There are three parts in this model:
task representation, task decomposition and task conversion.
3.2.1 Task Representation
Any video processing task can be viewed as a combination of a set of basic opera-
tions such as frame-copy, frame-scale, frame-clip and so on [10]. Frame-copy is an
operation that copies the data of a video frame to another allocation of memory.
Frame-scale scales the input frame to an output frame with different frame size.
Frame-clip creates a virtual frame (“virtual” means this frame is still a part of the
original frame) on the input frame at a specified location. We use a directed acyclic
graph, which is called task graph, to represent the task. This representation has
been widely used in video processing (e.g. Rivl [31], PSVP [5]). Each node of the
graph stands for a video operation, while each directed edge between two nodes
stands for the data dependency of these operations. The direction of an edge is
shown by an arrow. The from-end of the edge is called the tail end while the to-end
is called the head end. That is, video frames are sent from the node at the tail
end of the edge to the node at the head end. Now we use a simple example to
describe this representation. As Figure 3.3(a) shows, node A and B are frame scale
operations; node C is a picture-in-picture operation, which is created by combining
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basic operations such as copy and clip. When the two input video streams are
received, they are first processed according to the operations defined by node A
and B respectively. Then the output streams from node A and B converge at node
C. After the processing of node C, the output stream is a picture-in-picture(PIP)
video stream, which is sent to the destination. Besides these processing nodes, our
graph representation also includes the source nodes and destination nodes. These
nodes do not represent any operation, but just specify the source and destination
information. Figure 3.3(b) shows an example of a task graph. By using this task
representation, we can easily decompose a task into some fine-granule subtasks to
achieve parallelism or dynamically change the graph according to the varying user’s
requirements or network conditions.
A B
C









Figure 3.3: Task representation
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3.2.2 Task Decomposition
As described in the prior section, the task is represented as a directed acyclic graph.
This is a generalized representation in which we can construct media streaming
tasks with complex data dependency or tasks supporting sharing of subtasks. How-
ever, this is usually beyond the requirements of common video effect tasks, such
as combining video frames from different streams or transition effects. Most video
effect tasks can be represented as a tree. By representing a task as a tree, the
decomposition algorithm presented in composable services of Degas systems [10]
can be applied here. Followed is a brief introduction of this algorithm.
This algorithm is based on the criteria of minimizing network bandwidth con-
sumption. In a task tree, leaf nodes stand for the sources of streams, non-leaf nodes
stand for the operations that will be performed on the streams flowing through.
Every edge is associated with a weight obtained by estimating the size of data trans-
mitted along this edge. The root node of the tree keeps the main computation of
this task. For example, in a PIP task, there may be several scale or copy opera-
tions before the final operation that combines the streams. This final combining
operation is the main operation. This algorithm defines a cut as a partition of the
tree nodes that separates source nodes and root node into two different sets. After
a cut, non-leaf nodes that connect to each other make up of a subtask. The sum
of the weights of the cut edges corresponds to the total bandwidth consumption.
To minimize this sum is to minimize the bandwidth consumption. The algorithm
to find this set of edges with minimum sum of edge weights is shown in algorithm
1. In this algorithm, Ecut is the set of the split edges in a cut. w(u, v) is the edge
between node u and node v. root(G) is the root node of tree G.
To learn about the details of this algorithm correctness, please refer to the
computational model in [9].
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Algorithm 1 MinCut(G)
1: Ecut ←− {}
2: for each subtree Gi of root(G) do
3: if Gi is a single node then then







cut) > w(root(Gi), root(G)) then
8: Ecut ←− Ecut⋃{(root(Gi), root(G))}
9: else





As we can see, after one cut, the maximum number of hosts a stream flows
through is two. This limitation simplifies the algorithm but makes it not general
enough. As for the case that a stream passes through more than two hosts, one
approach is to apply this algorithm recursively on subtasks. The recursive decom-
position of subtask is always performed on the master first if its subtask can be
further decomposed. Otherwise, the master will choose a slave as the victim whose
task will be decomposed instead. This choice is made based on the current perfor-
mance of slaves. The master sorts the working slaves in decreasing order on the
processing time per frame, which is specified as Tss in our cost model (section 3.5).
Then the master selects the first slave whose subtask can be further decomposed
as the victim. This is reasonable because the Tss value reflects the bottleneck in
current parallelization.
3.2.3 Task Conversion
We have introduced typical tasks represented in the mode of directed acyclic graph.
The decomposed subtasks will be converted from this mode into a Tcl program
called deglet, which has been briefly introduced in Chapter 2, section 2.2.3.
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The difficulty of task conversion comes from the following aspects. One is that
the conversion involves two different programming languages. (The details of pro-
gramming mode and language selection will be explained in the next chapter.)
Considering the possibility of high frequency of task transfiguration caused by task
splitting or merging, requirements changing from users or dynamic joining or leav-
ing of streams, the graph is implemented in C++ for efficiency. In contrast, the
deglet is written in script language Tcl, which is convenient for user customiza-
tion. We need to generate Tcl script in C++ environment, thus there are many
cross-reference variables increasing programming difficulty. Moreover, we have to
consider all possible cases when there can be different codes generated based on
different run-time values, because the script is generated before really executed.
Another aspect of difficulty is caused by different focuses of these two ways of rep-
resentations. The graph based representation aims at describing the overall picture
of processing order and data dependency for all possible incoming streams while
the deglet is written in event-driven fashion in order to make it easy to be parsed
by the processing agent. In addition, because one task may have multiple input
streams and each stream flows in its own route for processing in the graph, the
actual execution sequence of operations is different for different input streams.
As we know, processing of a video stream is based on frames. In order to convert
from graph representation in C++ to event-driven Tcl representation, we have to
map each input frame to a source node in the graph. Thus, we must answer the
following question when we convert a task from graph mode to script mode: how
to map the multiple source nodes represented in graph mode to the corresponding
frames of different streams processed according to tasks in script mode?
To map an incoming frame to the corresponding source node in our graph, we
utilize the SSRC number in RTP packets. This SSRC number is recorded when
the system detects this stream at the first time. In our system, the master machine
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is responsible for detecting new source. When the master detects a new stream
meeting the requirements for the task sources, it will initialize the task with the
SSRC of the stream. Therefore, when slaves steal subtasks from master, they can
properly identify its input streams from a multicast session or multiple unicast
streams sent to it and distinguish its input streams from each other.
This technique determines the design and implementation of our task conver-
sion. (We will also explain the usage of this source identification technique when
it is used in our work stealing mechanism in next section and its implementation
details in next chapter.) We first store the SSRC number in the corresponding
source node of the graph when the system detects a new stream. For each source
node, corresponding to one stream with a unique SSRC number, we generate a
segment of Tcl script based on the operation sequence following this source node.
Thus the script segments of different source nodes are different. When the script is
executed, an arriving frame will be checked with its SSRC and processed according
to the corresponding segment of script code. In other words, in order to translate
a graph into a deglet, we enumerate all possible subgraphs based on the source
nodes. A subgraph is generated by finding all the descendant nodes of a particular
source node. A breadth first search (BFS) is used for connecting this subgraph
in the directed graph. Obviously, there may be some commonly possessed nodes
between subgraphs. However, the order of the breadth first search can not be
used for processing order. Although we process a frame according to the nodes in
the subgraph, we still need to consider the data dependency of the overall graph.
Therefore, we connect the subgraph by using breadth first search but process the
frame in the order of topological sort of the whole graph.
Another question emerges in the course of processing: if there are more than
one dependent input streams for one node, should we wait until all of the streams
come before we process the operation of this node? On one hand, it is reasonable
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to arrange the nodes in topological sort to conform to data dependency. On the
other hand, the heterogeneous network environment and collaborative hosts can not
guarantee a punctual and continuous arrival of all the input streams. Furthermore,
most of the video effects with multiple input streams such as composition and PIP
do not require the synchronization of different incoming streams. Thus, we should
not pend our processing on the node without receiving all its input streams. Our
system does a best-effort job.
In summary, our task model takes advantages of both representations. The
graph-based representation is good at displaying the overall relationship and depen-
dency between functional nodes. It also achieves efficiency on task transformation.
The script-based representation is convenient for user specification. Our graph-
based representation has some similarities with the task model used in the research
of Blumofe and Leiserson [6], who applied work stealing to scheduling multithreaded
computations. They also represent a computation as a directed acyclic graph, for
there are also data dependencies between threads. However, there are several dif-
ferences. One is that they have different processing units after decomposing the
computation. In multithreaded computation, the basic unit after decomposition
is thread. In contrast, our processing unit (subtask) can be one functional node
or a combination of functional nodes (a subgraph). Therefore, a decomposition
algorithm is not needed in their task model while it is necessary in ours. The more
important difference lies in the execution of the computation. In multithreaded
computation, a thread is executed only one time. However, for continuous media
streams, a subtask will be performed continuously on input frames. This difference
leads to different strategies of applying work stealing to task scheduling. We will
further explain this point in the next section.
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3.3 Work Stealing
Work stealing has been briefly introduced in chapter 2, section 2.3.3. Both work
stealing and work sharing are scheduling paradigms applied on parallel processing
to achieve load balance. Compared with work sharing, work stealing is preferable
for our system because work stealing is a decentralized method in nature. The
advantages can be viewed from the following aspects. First of all, its idle-initiative
idea avoid the complex work of resource management and task mapping in work
sharing. This is especially suitable for our system environment where slaves can
join and leave anytime. Second, work stealing helps build up system robustness. In
work sharing, the role of the scheduler is over-emphasized. If the scheduler is out
of work, the whole system will breakdown. At this point, work stealing increases
system robustness by decentralizing the responsibility of the schedular. Although
the master is still the decision maker in our system, the work load and importance
has been reduced compared with a scheduler in work sharing. Less work may lead
to less errors. Finally, work stealing provides opportunity to reduce task migration
when all workers have their work to do. Therefore, we choose work stealing as the
basis of our scheduling mechanism. However, our parallel processing system, which
is applied on continuous media streams and in dynamic environment, has its own
particularity that makes it necessary to modify the work stealing mechanism used
usually in multithreaded computations.
Work stealing has been proved to be effective to schedule multi-threaded com-
putations [6]. In that environment, threads will be put in a queue if the local
processor is not working on it. Idle processors may steal the threads in the queue
of other busy processors. However, our application scenario is quite different. In
functional parallelism of video processing, subtasks cannot be kept waiting in a
queue. Leaving any subtask in the queue without processing may lead to incom-
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plete processing result or even meaningless result for the subsequent frames, since
all the subtasks must be combined in order to accomplish the processing goal of
the original task. As we know, in streaming video processing, a task is performed
repeatedly for continuous video streams but not single image. From the view of
single-frame processing, the subtasks are not executed concurrently. But from the
view of continuous stream processing, the execution of subtasks are pipelined and
can be considered as concurrent processing. This is also the nature of functional
parallelism. Therefore, traditional work stealing mechanism should be modified to
achieve functional parallelism in this environment.
Firstly, to process continuous video streams, we cannot leave the unstolen sub-
tasks in a task queue. We must finish all the operations of a task on frames in order
to provide a complete video effect. Therefore, the first modification is based on the
split-merge of the task and the usage of the queue. In our system, subtasks are
spawned only when slaves arrive and then stored in the queue to be stolen. The
master will reset the “subtask-remerge” timer when each slave steals a subtask.
When the time period set by the timer elapses, if there is still not any new coming
slaves, the master will merge the remaining subtasks in the queue, if there exists
any, and executes them by itself.
Secondly, multithreaded computation is usually carried out on multiprocessor or
NOW [3], which are based on either single computer or highly connected architec-
ture. Thus random work stealing between any two processors is easily supported.
In contrast, our system is expected to exploit general-purpose computers on com-
mon networks with dynamically joining and leaving slaves. To support the direct
stealing between slaves, we must do at least two further steps of work. First, we
must endow the slaves with the cost-evaluation ability. Namely, a slave should have
the cost prediction ability and be able to avoid unnecessary parallelization. Second,
we must handle the following case: if Slave 2 steals from Slave 1, but Slave 1 leaves
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first. This is not easy because the master does not directly communicate with Slave
2. To keep it simple, our second modification is that our system communication
is restricted to master-slave mode. By using the master’s decision, this modified
work stealing mechanism also inherits some attractive features in work sharing.
Finally, we cannot guarantee that every migration of the subtask will benefit
our parallelism. A collaboration with a low-powered machine located on a low
bandwidth network may probably increase the total processing time. Unfortu-
nately, to perform a processing task on continuous video streams, there will be no
termination of a subtask processing. That means an improper task migration will
continuously affect the performance of our system. To avoid unnecessary paral-
lelization, we take the following two steps. One is checking the basic configuration
of the newly joining hosts. If the capacity (like CPU speed and memory size) of
a machine cannot meet the minimum requirements specified by the application,
this machine will not be admitted as a slave. The other step is developing a cost
model to evaluate the effectiveness of parallelism. This cost model can be based
on either comparing with test results or referring to realtime statistic information.
We choose the latter method in order to reduce overhead. This cost model will be
explained in section 3.5.
3.4 Media Processing Agent
When a collaborative host gets the deglet, it will set up an agent in charge of the
processing of this task. We construct our media processing agent by extending the
agent developed in Degas [10].
A typical Degas agent consists of a decoder, a encoder and a interpreter. It
works with Dali library [19], responsible for parsing the user-defined deglet, gen-
erating final executable programs by combining upper level deglet and reusable
Dali operation primitives. When a video stream specified in the deglet is received,
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the agent decompresses the stream, performs the operations, then compresses the
output video stream and sends it out.
Although the Degas agent supports multiple input video streams and can dis-
tinguish these streams from each other by marking them with randomly generated
ID number, it has not the ability to “recognize” a particular stream. This ability
is quite important for parallel processing because the operations on one stream is
distributed on multiple gateways and there can be more than one streams for a
task or subtask. For a multiple-source subtask executed in one gateway, different
streams should be processed with their own operations respectively, in order to
contribute to the collaboration.
As we have mentioned in the previous section, we use SSRC number in RTP
packet header to achieve this source identification function. We develop our pro-
cessing agent by extending Degas agent with this ability. In any processing agent,
every incoming stream will be associated with a local variable specified by the SSRC
number. A special agent responsible for fetching the SSRC number of the stream
is set up at the master host. Every new source of the system will be firstly detected
by this agent. It does not operate on the video stream, but gets its SSRC number
and then specifies the task represented in graph. A stream may flow through mul-
tiple gateways in our system, and the SSRC number is changed in every gateway
when the stream is compressed. Thus, when a task is decomposed into subtasks
for parallel processing, we must clearly specify every subtask with SSRC numbers
of both the input and output streams. Details of this specification is presented in
the next chapter.
3.5 Cost Model
As mentioned above, our cost model are used to measure the processing costs of
both the stealer and the victim for a particular subtask, and then make decisions on
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whether this subtask should be performed by the stealer, or in other words, whether
this task migration is beneficial to our system efficiency and should be carried out.
Because our system belongs to live applications, this cost model must response
in real-time. At least two approaches can be used to measure costs. One is real
test to execute the same subtask in both ways to compare which result is better.
Obviously, this will increase the overhead and may lead to high ratio of wrong
decisions due to the dynamic properties of video stream processing. We adopt the
other approach which makes predictions based on statistical real-time information.
Our cost model should be able to make a trade-off between heterogeneous dynamic
and statistical static. Specifically, our cost model provides on-line responses based
on real-time information while makes decisions by utilizing statistical method.
Parallel processing takes effect when a single processor is quite busy with current
work or the incoming computation is of high intensity. Two important factors
determine the magnitude of benefits from parallelism. One is work load. The other
is task granularity. Our cost model predicts the processing time on the basis of
profiling the relationship between processing time and task granularity in different
degrees of workload.
Our cost model is executed on the master. After a new slave steals a subtask,
it should send real-time information to the master while working. The real-time
information is carried by a real-time report (RR) including the following elements.
• Processing time (Tss, i.e. processing time of a slave to perform a subtask):
A log is used to record these values. Each value is a record of the processing
time for one certain frame on current slave. The time value is the sum of the
decoding time, actual processing time and encoding time.
• Slave IP address: Used for slave identification.
• Subtask ID: Used for subtask identification.
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• Work load: Current work load of this slave.
Although both models of victim and stealer are based on statistics, they are
not the same. This is because in the real-time running, the stealer executes this
subtask while the victim does not. As mentioned above, we do not perform real
tests to execute the same subtask on both stealer and victim. Hence, different
models are used on stealer and victim. Cost estimation of a stealer is based on
run-time information statistics; while the estimation of a victim is based on off-line
statistical logs. Now we will explain the estimation models of victims and stealers
respectively. Followed is the estimation model for a stealer.
In GRACE-OS [32],Yuan and Nahrstedt show us a useful technique of runtime
profiling. They use a histogram technique to estimate the probability distribution
of task costs. We apply this technique to profile the probability distribution of
the processing time of a subtask performed by the stealer. Here we should clarify
that the processing time of a subtask is defined as the processing time per frame.
Periodically, the master creates a histogram by using real-time data from the last
N (e.g. 1000) RRs. We briefly illustrate the steps as follows.
1. From the last N RRs, the master finds out the minimum and maximum
processing time for this subtask. Suppose they are Tmin and Tmax respectively. It
then divides this range (Tmin, Tmax) into k equal-length areas, separated by T0, T1,
. . . , Tk, let T0 = Tmin and Tk = Tmax.
2. The number of frames whose processing time fall into each area is counted
and recorded as Ni. The ratio
Ni
N
is the probability that the task processing time
falls into (Ti − 1, Ti], and ∑ NiN is the probability that the processing time is not
more than Ti.
3. For each area, a rectangle is plotted with height of
∑ Ni
N
; all the rectangles
make up of a histogram, as shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Histogram-based estimation
This histogram approximates the cumulative distribution function of the pro-
cessing time of a subtask, i.e.,
F (x) = P [X ≤ x]
Therefore, the cumulative distribution at T0, T1, . . . , Tk can be estimated by
referring to this histogram. Given a threshold number of the cumulative probability
p, which is the minimum requirement on performance from the view of statistics,
we can estimate the corresponding processing time Tss by checking the boundaries
of the areas in the histogram. The smallest area boundary Tx whose cumulative
distribution is at least p, i.e. F (Tm) = P [X ≤ Tm] ≥ p, will be set as the value of
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Tss.
Finally, we add in the network transmitting time, Tnetwork, and formulate the
estimated total processing time of a stealer, Ts, as
Ts = Tss + Tnetwork = Tss + 2× Treport
Here we approximate the network latency (Tnetwork) as two times of the trans-
mission time of the RR (Treport). This is not accurate. But compared with the
processing time, this transmission time (especially in a LAN) is much less and it is
enough to get comparatively accurate quantity degree of this value.
The advantage of this technique is that it does not have to estimate the param-
eters of the distribution function off-line. Besides, the simplicity of this method
renders the profile easy to be revised when the distribution changes.
Above is the process for estimating the performance of a stealer, and the other
part of this cost model is estimating the performance of a victim. The estimat-
ing model for a stealer is based on real-time processing. In contrast, we should
consider the influential factors of work load and task granularity to set up the esti-
mating model for a victim, because we do not run the subtask on this victim. The
estimating steps are listed below.
1. Calculate the granularity of this subtask. Here we use processing time of the
empty-loaded master to scale the granularity of a subtask.
(a) Test the processing time for basic operations (e.g. frame copy, frame scale,
frame clip) off-line on empty-loaded master for different payload types with stan-
dard frame size.
(b) Count the number of these basic operations, and calculate the subtask
granularity. Suppose there are x frame copy, y frame scale, z frame clip, then the
granularity of this subtask is
G = m× Tcopy(size, type) + n× Tscale(size, type) + k × Tclip(size, type)
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Here Tx(size, type) is the function to compute the processing time according to
the tested processing time of operations with standard size on that type. For now
we simply multiply the ratio of CurrentSize/StandardSize on the processing costs
tested in step (a).
2. Profile the processing time of tasks with different granularity performed in
different work loads.
At a particular work load, without considering the factors of other devices
(e.g. memory), the processing time of a subtask on a single computer should
be proportional to the granularity of this subtask. Therefore, we use lines to
approximate the relationship between the processing time on a certain work load
and the task granularity. If the victim is the master, this work can also be finished
off line by executing tasks with different granularity on particular work loads.
Otherwise the victim is a slave. Then we can profile this on-line based on the
information in real-time reports. For example, from empty-load to full-load, we
plot a line every 10 percents, i.e. lines for work load of 0, 10%, 20%, . . . , 90%.
Figure 3.5 shows the lines to profile this example. To find the slope of each line, we
calculate the ratio of the average processing time of a subtask over the granularity.
Ideally, the line for empty-load should be a line with slope equals 1. Based on
these slope values, we can estimate real processing time by given the granularity
of a task.
3. Estimate the processing time.
Given a value of work load, we can easily get the result of estimation by multiply
the granularity by the slope of the corresponding line. However, in step 2, we only
make profiles at discrete values of work loads. Here, we take the lower boundary
of the range in which current work load falls when we estimate. For example,
processing time on work loads between 10% 19% will all be estimated as on work
load 10% in the above example. We can see, the estimating result may be less than
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Figure 3.5: Estimating the cost of a victim
the real processing time. This guarantees that the parallelism we are carrying out
brings enough benefits.
After we get the estimated results for both stealer and victim, our cost model
can make a decision on whether to continue this parallel work after this subtask
migration or to stop it. We can set another threshold on the difference between
these two estimated costs for making a decision, or just compare them directly and
choose the one with less cost.
3.6 Communication Protocol
All of the above control mechanisms rely on proper communications between hosts.
We designed a prototype of a protocol, called Work Stealing Control Protocol
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(WSCP), for managing the communications in our system to fulfill work stealing
mechanism. There are three kinds of data transmitted on the networks in our
system: video stream data, programs to represent tasks (deglets) and control mes-
sages. The transmission of the latter two types of data is manipulated by our
protocol, WSCP.
In the current system, the master plays the role of a victim if its subtask can
be further decomposed. We did not apply the typical work stealing mechanism
at the very beginning because of two reasons. First, effective parallelism relies on
the alleviation of the bottle-neck subcomputation. It is hard to clearly predict
the weight of subcomputations on multimedia streams especially in heterogeneous
environment. Second, a victim should be able to detect and re-merge the stolen
subtask in case of the stealer’s leaving. Unfortunately, on heterogeneous networks,
a victim itself may leave accidentally if a slave can be a victim. Therefore, our
current system design tries to maintain the bottle neck at the master by keeping
the main subtask by itself. The main subtask is the subtask with the root node
(see section 3.2.2). If the subtask of the master cannot be further decomposed,
the master will select a slave as a victim. The master sorts currently working
slaves in the decreasing order on the Tss values carried in their real-time reports,
and then selects the first slave whose subtask can be further decomposed as the
victim. This is reasonable because the estimated Tss value reflects the granularity
of a subtask. Thus, the subtask with the greatest Tss should be the bottleneck of
current processing. If a slave is selected as a victim, the master will first withdraw
the subtask of this slave, decompose it and send sub-subtasks to both the stealer
slave and victim slave. We may consider developing a typical work stealing system
after we primarily prove the advantages of our design and construct a system with
enough ability of failure recovery.
In our modified work stealing mechanism, control messages are delivered be-

































tween the master and a slave. Figure 3.6(a) describes this interaction. The master
opens a listen socket at the system startup and sets up a Self-Start-Timer. After
self start seconds without receiving any request from slaves, the master will start
working on the task by itself. A joining slave will send a SERVICE REQUEST
message to the master. Then a Qualification Examination (QE) will be performed
on this slave. In this QE, the CPU speed C and the memory capacity M carried
by the SERVICE REQUEST message are used to check whether a slave meets
the basic requirement of current application. If the master finds there are some
qualified slaves, it will decompose the task into several subtasks based on the de-
composition algorithm. These subtasks are first pushed into a ReadyQueue (RQ)
and then popped out based on the requests of qualified slaves. The subtask graph
is converted to a deglet, and then sent to the slave. The master maintains the one-
to-one relationship between a subtask and a stealer. However, if no subtask can
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be further decomposed, the master will not give any reply. Without any response
from the master, the slave will periodically re-send the request to the master after
every request resend seconds. Otherwise, the slave can start its work if the input
streams arrive. During the course of processing, the slave will send real-time reports
to the master periodically. This feedback report is used for two purposes. One is
to refresh the soft state (By soft-states, we mean that local record of the states of
other collaborative machines should be refreshed by control messages from those
machines. Otherwise, local host will forget the states or treat it as an exception.)
to declare that it is still alive. The other is to provide real-time information for
the cost model to evaluate the benefit of parallelism. As for the content of the
real-time reports, please refer to our cost model (section 3.5). If a slave is going to
leave, in normal way it will send out a STOP REQUEST message to the master.
The master merges the subtask of this slave and pushes it into the RQ at the same
time. Then the master sends a ALLOW STOP message to the slave and closes the
TCP channel.
After the master sends a subtask to a slave, it begins to monitor this slave by
analyzing the real-time reports from the slave. Two exceptional situations may
happen. One is that the master finds out that the parallelization with a slave is of
no benefits, or even costs more than processing only by the master itself. In this
case, the master will send a FORCE STOP message to the slave, indicating that
the slave should stop its work immediately. After receiving the STOPPED message
from the slave, the master merges the subtask and pushes it into RQ. Figure 3.6(b)
shows this situation.
The other situation is that the slave accidentally crashes during the parallel
processing. This will cause the master unable to receive any more realtime reports
from this slave. A Hold-On-Timer corresponding to a working slave is reset to 0
when it receives a RR from this slave. After hold on seconds without reset, the











































Hold-On-Timer times out, then the master will not reset the alive state of this
slave, but do the steps to merge the subtask and insert it into the RQ. Figure
3.7(a) depicts this situation.
We have stated that the master will keep the heaviest part of the task and
process it by itself. Also, the master is responsible for performing all the remaining
subtasks if the number of slaves is less than the number of subtasks. This re-
collection of the subtasks happens at self start seconds after receiving the latest
SERVICE REQUEST (Figure 3.7(b)). Table 3.1 lists the control messages with
their content details as well as their illuminations.




A request for service from an idle slave
S to the master. It includes CPU speed
CPU and memory size Mem that are





A service offer sent from the master to a
slave, supplying details of a subtask. It
specifies the output session of the subtask,
new SSRC for the output stream and the




A real-time report sent from a working
slave S to the master, reporting current
work status. It is used in our cost model
to evaluate whether the subtask migration
is beneficial. Please refer to section 3.2.4
for details of this report.
StopRequest
(S)
A request for stopping service, sent from
a slave S to the master.
AllowStop() An affirmative reply to a StopRequest(S).
It is sent from the master to a slave.
ForceStop() A compelling command to stop the work-
ing of a particular slave in case of detect-
ing parallelism without benefits(rely on
cost model).
Stopped() A reply as a confirmation of obeying the
ForceStop() command.
Table 3.1: Message types and their contents in WSCP
Chapter 4
Implementation
This chapter presents the implementation details for our system. Our implementa-
tion work is carried out on the basis of Open Mash Consortium. Many useful tools
supplied by Open Mash such as Degas media gateway [10] and Vic [16] relieve the
difficulties of our system implementation.
We follow the programming convention of Open Mash and exploit two lan-
guages to build our system. Algorithms and routines that need high performance
are implemented in C++ programming language; while upper level applications or
interfaces are written in Tcl scripting language. The advantage of this combination
lies in the integration of attractive characteristics of both languages: the efficiency
of conventional C++ and the rapidness of Tcl for application development. Specif-
ically, we use OTcl [18] in our system implementation. OTcl is an object extension
of Tcl for object-oriented programming in Tcl. In our system, basic application
modules such as master, slave, task representation and interpreters for deglet pro-
grams are implemented in C++; while modules for upper-level processing agent
and our control protocol are based on OTcl.
All of the system components are developed and executed on Linux operating
system.
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4.1 Implementation Scope
A prototype of the system designed in Chapter 3 has been implemented.
The modules we have implemented are the following:
• The frameworks of master and slave media gateways were implemented. Mod-
ules of master and slave are indispensable components in our system.
• The video processing agent (section 4.4) on our media gateway was built by
extending Degas [10] agent.
• Data structures (section 4.2) were set up to represent a task graph, and
corresponding operations of task transformation (e.g. splitting, merging)
were implemented.
• A task translator (section 4.3) was developed to convert a task graph to a
deglet.
• The infrastructure of the control protocol (WSCP) was implemented with
essential communication messages (section 4.5).
The unimplemented modules or feathers that we have designed in Chapter 3
are listed below:
• The bandwidth-based decomposition algorithm has not been implemented.
Currently, a task is decomposed randomly in our system. We postpone its
implementation because we may need an algorithm with more comprehensive
decomposition criteria (see section 6.2).
• The cost model used to evaluate benefits of parallelization has not been im-
plemented. But we are optimistic to the future experiment on this cost model,
please see section 6.2 for our reasons.
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• Currently, only the master can be the victim in work stealing. We will fulfill
slave-slave stealing after we implement the decomposition algorithm and cost
model, because slave-slave stealing relies on those two modules (see section
3.6).
By the way, Vic [16] application is used in our experiments as the stream sender
and receiver, which are the necessary components outside our system.
4.2 Data Structure
In our system, every video effect task is represented as a directed acyclic graph.
Several data structures are possible to be used to represent this graph. Commonly
used representations are adjacency matrices and adjacency lists. Considering every
node in our task graph should include the information of the corresponding opera-
tions, adjacency matrices representation is not an appropriate choice because it is
too simple to support maintaining of so much information. Thus, adjacency lists
representation is chosen as the data structure of the task graph. In commonly used
adjacency lists representation, nodes on one list are sequentially packed to elimi-
nate use of pointers. However, this design is not suitable for our application for
the following reasons. First, it is difficult to find the in-degree of a node which are
frequently needed in our application. Second, this representation does not specify
the information of edges in graph. In our situation, every edge in our graph should
not only stand for the data dependency between nodes but also be able to carry
the information of networks between nodes, if the operations specified by the two
nodes on the different ends of an edge are executed on different gateways. Besides,
this representation maintains multiple copies of one node. This causes waste of re-
source and may probably lead to bugs. Therefore, we use an alternative approach
to represent our adjacency lists. In this approach, nodes and edges of a graph
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Figure 4.1: Structure of headnode in task representation
are separately represented in different structures. There are no redundancy copies
of information in this representation. It solves the problem of edge information
maintaining as well as the problem of inverse tracing of nodes in directed graph.
The structure of the node in the graph are shown in Figure 4.1, corresponding
explanations of the fields in this structure are listed in Table 4.1
Fields Explanations
ID Unique ID number of this node.
column link
for head
Pointer pointing to the next element in adja-
cency list, the directed edge in which current
node is the head end of the edge.
row link
for tail
Pointer pointing to the next element in adja-
cency list, the directed edge in which current
node is the tail end of the edge.
node Local information of this node, including in-
degree and out-degree, whether this node is a
source node or destination node, the specified
operation of this node and the IP address and
SSRC of the current subtask.
next Pointer pointing to the next headnode in the
HeadNode list.
real Pointer pointing to the real object of this node
in case of that current node is a pseudo node
after task split.
Table 4.1: Fields in HeadNode structure
The structure of the edge in the graph are shown in Figure 4.2, corresponding
explanations of the fields in this structure are shown in Table 4.2
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ID tail head fps
bandwidth col_link_head row_link_tail
Figure 4.2: Structure of edge in task representation
Fields Explanations
ID Unique ID number of this edge.
tail ID of the node that is the tail end of this edge.
head ID of the node that is the head end of this edge.
fps Frame per second. This field is reserved for sup-
plying data for the bandwidth-based task de-
composition algorithm [9].




Pointer pointing to the next edge in the ad-




Pointer pointing to the next edge in the ad-
jacency list, same as the homonymous field in
HeadNode.
Table 4.2: Fields in Edge structure
The following simple and typical example is used to help understand our data
structure. We tag each node of the task graph in Figure 3.3(b) with a node ID
number, and the tagged task graph is shown in Figure 4.3(a). One possible im-
plementation of this task are shown in Figure 4.3(b). In this figure, the unrelated
fields with this structure are shown in shadow fields.
The most important and frequently used operations on this graph are splitting
and merging. Because we apply parallelism in a dynamic environment, the task
should be decomposed and combined inversely along with the joining and leaving
of slaves. We should maintain the connection relationship between nodes separated
into different subtasks after task splitting for two reasons. One is that the connec-
tion information reflects the data dependency between subtasks. Subtask on the
























































Figure 4.3: Example of the data structure of a task
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tail end of a split edge should send its output video stream to the subtask on the
head end. Apparently, one subtask can be both sender and receiver. The other
reason to maintain this relationship is that it facilitates the merging action. Our
approach to maintaining this connection relationship is that we add new nodes on
the breakpoints of edges. These newly added nodes contain the same information
of the original nodes at the same place, except the property field to show whether
a node is a source or destination node. If the newly added node is on the tail of an
edge, then it will set to be a source node. On the contrary, it will be specified as a
destination node if it is on the head end. In other words, each cut of an edge will
lead to the generation of two new pseudo nodes in different subgraphs, one source
node, one destination node.
Again, the problem of specifying the varying properties of a node such as IP
address and SSRC value arises. Values of these variables may change with time or
are not available when we do task splitting, because task decomposition is probably
ahead of arrival of slaves or streams. Thus, we keep a pointer called “real” in the
node structure for this kind of post-split added node to point to the pre-split object
of this node. We use this pointer to keep the consistency between the pseudo node
and the real node.
SSRC number will change when a stream is re-encoded on every gateway. Thus,
different output streams should own different SSRC numbers. In our system, we
assume each subtask has only one output stream, regardless of the number of
receivers. Hence, a subtask should have its unique SSRC number. This number
is generated when a subtask is split from the original task, except that there is
no newly added source node after splitting. In the case of this exception, all the
source nodes of the subtask are the source nodes of the original task. That is, all
its input streams are the original input streams of the system. All the nodes except
source nodes of this subtask will be specified with this new SSRC number, which
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is necessary for recursive task decomposition.
4.3 Task Translator
In the previous chapter of system design, we have introduced major idea of con-
verting a task from a graph to a deglet. Representing a task in different modes
made it possible to take advantages of both representations. Conversion between
two modes is indispensable and important. This is also the most difficult part
in implementation, because it involves conversion between two languages and it
is responsible for some important assignments such as memory management and
operation arrangement. Besides, another complex point in developing this trans-
lator, also in implementing the graph-based task mode and the processing agent,
is how to map multiple functional nodes in a subtask with their corresponding
streams after the original task is decomposed and distributed. In our translator,
this difficulty is solved by its source control function.
Before we explain the implementation details of this translator, let us review
the structure of a deglet program.
A deglet consists two main parts: the first part for declaration of a set of key-
value pairs that specify the input and output parameters, and the second part for
event-invoked callbacks. Summaries of available keys and callbacks of a deglet are
supplied by degas [10] (section 2.2.3).
Given a task graph, our translator will first specify the values of the keys in
deglet based on the graph. It will find out all source nodes in this graph with
corresponding IP addresses and SSRC values. IP addresses are used to specify the
keys of sources or input session. The key of “max num of sources” is specified with
the total number of source nodes. In the generation of the second part, the event-
invoked callbacks, we should accomplish the following assignments: source control,
memory management, operation interpretation, and operation arrangement.
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4.3.1 Source Control
Source control includes source detection, source identification, and source number
control. When we generate the init callback, we initialize the “num of source”
variable as a counter of existing sources. New source can be accepted only when
the value of this variable is less than the value of the key “max num of sources”,
which is set in the first part of the deglet. We also set source list in the init callback
for source recording. To identify a source, we compare the specified SSRC number
in the source node with the SSRC of the incoming stream. Exactly speaking,
we have associated each incoming stream with a local ID specified with the SSRC
number. Here we just compare the node SSRC with this local ID. If they are equal,
the corresponding operations will be performed on this stream. The finding and
sorting of these operations based on source node in the graph will be illustrated
in the part of operation arrangement. The new source callback is generated as a
response for the event of detecting new source. In this callback, we will modify
the value of “num of source” variable and append the SSRC of this new source
in the local source list. Besides, this callback involves in partial work of memory
management, which will be explained in the next part.
4.3.2 Memory Management
The large-volume characteristic of video data makes the processing on video very
time consuming and memory consuming. Making good use of memory is very
important for system efficiency. We should allocate memory for every operation
specified in the node of the graph. However, memory allocation will be done in
different callbacks according to different operations. If the size of the output frame
of an operation has nothing to do with the input frame of this task, memory of
this output frame will be allocated in the init callback. Otherwise, its memory
is allocated in the new source callback. Because the size of input frame can only
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be obtained after the stream comes. One node in the graph may have multiple
in-edges and out-edges. In our system, we assume the output data for different
receivers are the same. Thus, we allocate only one frame’s memory for the output
frame of each node operation. As for the input frames, we do not allocate any
memory for them. The output frame of a node at the tail of an edge shares its
memory with corresponding input frame of the node at the head of that edge.
Memory will be released in delete source callback or destroy callback, according
to corresponding allocation in new source callback or init callback respectively. In
memory management, this is the best we can do to save memory and increase
overall processing speed.
4.3.3 Operation Interpretation
We can use basic processing primitives like frame copy as well as user-defined op-
erations like PIP (picture in picture) to specify the corresponding fields in node
structure. Our translator is responsible for interpreting all the user-defined op-
erations by programming with basic reusable primitives. For instance, if a node
operation is specified as PIP, the translator will do the following steps to interpret
this operation. First, in the generation of the new source callback, memory will
be allocated for an output frame with a clipped frame inside itself. The “clip”
operation is achieved by using the basic operation “frame clip”. Then, in the re-
ceive frame callback, codes will be generated for performing this PIP operation.
These codes do the following works:
• Identify the new necessary input streams;
• Copy the frames of one stream to output frame;
• Scale the frames of another stream to the clipped part of this output frame;
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• Set the input frames of the successor nodes to the same memory of this output
frame, or set this output frame as the final result if this is the last operation
in this task.
Thus, this PIP operation is interpreted with those basic operations: frame copy,
frame scale and frame clip.
4.3.4 Operation Arrangement
Our video processing is frame oriented, our task translator should find out the rea-
sonable order to perform the operations specified in the graph representation. It
should pay attention to both individual frame processing and overall graph depen-
dency. Operation arrangement is partial work of frame processing. It is carried out
in the receive frame callback. As we have stated in the previous chapter of system
design, our system performs the frame based processing by combining the algorithm
of “breadth first search (BFS)” and “topological sort”. Our translator enumerates
the ordered arrangement of operations for every input stream. Figure 4.4 shows
the pseudo codes of the algorithm for frame based operation arrangement.
4.4 Processing Agent
This processing agent is a high-level control module for manipulating input and
output sessions and interpreting a deglet program with reusable primitives in Dali
library [19]. This agent module is implemented in OTcl. A processing agent mainly
consists of Dali interpreter, source manager, encoder and decoder. According to
the specified input session, our agent can detect every new source that joins this
session. New decoder will be set up for this new video stream according to the
format of the stream. Corresponding decoder buffer is also allocated. The target
of decoder is Dali interpreter of this agent. After the decoder decompresses the
input video stream, the uncompressed video frames are sent to the Dali interpreter
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    sort all the nodes of task graph in topological order;
    for (each source node)
    {
update SSRC number by checking the real object of this node if it is a
pseudo node added after task split;
generate Tcl codes to check whether node SSRC is equal to frame SSRC;
search for all the descendants of this source node by using BFS;
sort this set of nodes according to the topological order of the whole graph;
for (each of the node in this set)    // this loop obeys the topological sort
{
generate Tcl codes to process the operation of this node;
if (this node is a destination node)
generate Tcl codes to set this output frame as the final
processing result of this task on this particular frame;
else
generate Tcl codes to set this output frame as the input of
the successor nodes;
}
    }
Figure 4.4: Algorithm for frame based operation arrangement
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for processing. Another input data of Dali interpreter is the deglet program gen-
erated by our task translator. Dali interpreter glues the deglet with the existing
library primitives and executes the program to perform operations on the uncom-
pressed video frames. The target of Dali interpreter is the video encoder, those
uncompressed video frames that have been processed are then encoded in the user
specified format and then send out to the destination. Figure 4.5 describes the














Figure 4.5: Processing agent
SSRC numbers of original input streams are obtained by the special agent de-
signed for the only purpose of fetching the SSRC number of a stream. For common
processing agents, their interpreters record the SSRC of each joining stream as a
local ID. When system begins processing, this ID will be compared with the SSRC
number specified in the deglet to determine whether this is the desired frame and
what operations should be performed on this frame.
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4.5 Communication in Work Stealing
In our system, three types of data including stream data, deglet program and
control messages are transmitted by different protocols respectively. Stream data
are transmitted by RTP over UDP, while deglet program and control messages
are transmitted by our WSCP (Work Stealing Control Protocol) over TCP. This
discrimination is caused by different quality of service (QoS) as well as different
characteristics of these protocols. TCP provides reliable connection with the abili-
ties of error checking and correcting. It also provides services for transmission speed
control and network congestion detection. These features are required by program
transmission and message transmission. These data are in low quantity but of
great importance to system control. Thus, we embed TCP in our control protocol
to help schedule tasks in the system. However, this reliable service is not fit for
real-time media transmission. Because its error checking and correcting are based
on retransmission mechanism, any error and packet loss will increase transmission
delay and jitter. But error and loss of media transmission in a certain degree is
inessential and acceptable. Besides, retransmission is useless for most multimedia
applications because of the time constraints. In contrast, both RTP and UDP are
packet-based protocols providing connectionless and best-effort service, while the
rapidness and simpleness are just the desired features of media transmission.
We have implemented the infrastructure for our control protocol: WSCP. Im-
plementation of WSCP consists of two parts: master end and slave end. At the
master end, a TCP server will be set up at the beginning of system running. This
TCP server opens a listening socket with a well-known port number for joining
slaves. Correspondingly, every slave is equipped with a TCP client. A slave will
connect the master through this listening socket. After a new TCP channel is
successfully connected between master and salve, they are able to communicate by
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sending control messages to each other. Deglets are also transmitted through the
same TCP channel from master to slaves. The interacting process of WSCP has
been described in the third chapter of design.
4.6 Conclusion
Based on the tools supplied by Open Mash, we have gained much convenience to
construct our system. We have set up data structures for task representation, built
our task translator, extended Degas agent as our Work Stealing processing agent,
and implemented the infrastructure for our prototype of WSCP. A framework of
a work stealing system has been implemented. Hereto, we can sketch our system
architecture from the view of implementation as Figure 4.6 shows.
We should have implemented the decomposition algorithm [9] based on cost
of bandwidth if time permits. Although we have not implemented this algorithm
but only adopted randomly decomposing mechanism, our system has exhibited its
advantages on media streaming tasks. We will present our system results as well
as evaluation and analysis in the next chapter.








































Figure 4.6: System architecture from the view point of implementation
Chapter 5
Experiments
In this chapter, we present our experiments as well as the analysis of the experi-
mental results. Since we have implemented the prototype of the parallel system, we
did our experiments to test and evaluate our system by installing our system pro-
totype on several machines located in different places on the LAN of the School of
Computing in NUS. Experiments were carried out on the following aspects. First,
we measured the average end-to-end processing time per frame. Since our system
is applied on video streams, we pay high attention to the time constraint of media
processing and aim at achieving shorter processing delay. Second, we measured
the benefits of our parallelism under different conditions. This evaluation helps us
learn more about applicability of our system and it is also helpful to build up our
cost model. Third, we measured the throughput of our system because it is one of
the most important parameters that reflect the QoS. Finally, we tested the system
robustness since our system is designed to be applied in a common and dynamic
network environment, where machines can access or leave at any time.
5.1 Experiment Setup
The experiment environment is made up of 6 PCs. Two of them are configured
with Intel Xeon 2 GHz CPU and 256 MB memory. Other four computers are
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configured with Inter Xeon 2.8 GHz CPU and 2 GB memory. All these machines
are installed with Linux operating system (Red Hat 9). We randomly select one of
these PCs as our system master, one to four of them as slave(s), and one or two
of them as sender and receiver. Video streams with payload types of H261 and
Motion-JPEG are utilized in our experiments, because their codecs are different
and typical. Packets of H261 video stream can be decoded independently, while in
order to decode a MJPEG stream, a decoder probably needs several packets before
it can decode a frame.
To evaluate the capacities of our system stated above, four groups of experi-
ments were carried out. The first one measures end-to-end processing delay. We
performed the same video effect task respectively on single machine and on our sys-
tem with different number of slaves, then compared these processing delays between
the sender and receiver. The second group of experiments measures the benefits of
parallelism for computations with various degrees of computational intensity. This
group of experiments is of great importance for three reasons. First, it shows how
advantageous our system is on solving the computational intensity problem in me-
dia streaming. Second, this result gives us the threshold to carry out our parallel
processing on particular kinds of computations. It can be viewed as one criteria
for decision making of our cost model. Finally, these data are valuable for us to
further modify our decomposition algorithm because it helps to tell the appropri-
ate degree of size of the subtasks for achieving optimal decomposing plan. Both of
the above groups of experiments are based on predefined output frame rate. The
third group of experiments measures the throughput of the system under different
circumstances without predefined output frame rate. The last experiment tests the
robustness of our system.
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5.2 Experiment Results
5.2.1 Experiment 1: Benefits of Parallelism on End-to-end
Processing Delay
One of the most important constraints in multimedia streaming is processing delay.
In this experiment, we measure the end-to-end processing delay between the sender
and the receiver. This end-to-end processing delay reflects the overall performance
of our system in terms of processing time. A typical picture-in-picture video effect
task as shown in Figure 3.3(b) is tested. Vic [16] is used to send test video streams
with H.261 format at the sender end, and to receive the output streams at the
receiver end. Our system is tested with different number of slaves and different task
size respectively. Here, the size is the processing time of this task (milliseconds per
frame) when it is executed on the master without any other job. In order to vary
the task size, we add different number of basic operations like copy or scale into
the subtasks. In each situation with a particular number of slaves and a particular
task size, at least 3 tests are performed to take the average result. For each test,
at least 1000 frames are used to take the average end-to-end delay.
Figure 5.1 shows the average processing delay with different task size. Tests of
only one master, a master and a slave, and a master and two slaves are performed.
From the result of this experiment, we can see that the parallel processing sup-
plied by our system reduces the end-to-end processing delay significantly. Further,
when the task size increases, the processing delay increases slowly if we use more
slaves. It means our parallelization is effective to solve intensive computations.
Besides, this picture shows us approximate lineal curves. It demonstrates that
it is suitable for us to use straight lines to approximate the relationship between
processing time and task granularity at specific work loads in our cost model.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the benefits of parallelism in these tests. We can see that









































1 master 1 slave
1 master 2 slaves
Figure 5.1: End-to-end processing delay
the larger the task is, the more benefits our system achieves. We can also find that
the benefit of using 2 slaves is less than the benefit of using 1 slave at the very
beginning. It reflects the fact that using more slaves is not always able to achieve
better result. In other words, not every task migration can bring benefits to the
system processing. Because the parallelization will bring additional overhead by
encoding, decoding and transmitting the data on networks. Only when the task
size is above some threshold and the frame processing becomes the bottleneck of the
whole system processing, can parallelization achieve benefits. Finally, you might
have noticed the curve becomes more and more flat. It means there are upper
limitations to achieve benefits for our system by using certain number of slaves.
5.2.2 Experiment 2: Throughput
Throughput is one important criteria of QoS in media processing. In the above
experiment, the output frame rate was set as a constant value. In this experiment,







































1 master 1 slave
1 master 2 slaves
Figure 5.2: Benefits of parallel processing in work stealing
we cancel the limitation of output frame rate to measure the throughput of our
system in terms of different task size and different number of system members.
By the way, the input frame rate was set as 8 fps (i.e. frame per second) in this
experiment.
Figure 5.3 compares the throughput (fps) in terms of task size between process-
ing with parallelism and without parallelism.
As can be seen from this figure, when the computation becomes larger, the
system throughput decreases significantly if this computation is executed by only
one machine. The parallel processing of our system will greatly relive the decreasing
slope. This is very important for many multimedia applications that require high
density of video frames.




























1 master 1 slave
Figure 5.3: Throughput comparison between processing with parallelism and with-
out parallelim
5.2.3 Experiment 3: Robustness
Our system robustness depends on two main design issues. One is the decentral-
ization of our system. The other is the robustness of our control protocol. First,
our parallel processing system scheduled by work stealing is a distributed and de-
centralized system in nature. Being well organized and constructed, this kind of
systems is more tolerate to running errors and system failures than centralized
systems. Second, the robustness of our WSCP is derived from the maintenance of
soft-states. (By soft-states, we mean that local record of the states of other col-
laborative machines should be refreshed by control messages from those machines.
Otherwise, local host will forget the states or treat it as an exception.) Suppose one
slave crashes during the course of serving, the master will not receive the real-time
report from the slave any more. When this continuance reaches a particular point,
master will forget this slave and merge the corresponding subtask at the next pe-
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riodical checkpoint. Soft-states protocol is also useful for message loss tolerance.
This advantage has been widely exploited in many protocols such as AGLP [21]
and RTCP [11]. Since our control messages are transmitted in TCP link, which is
reliable for error checking and detecting, we will not take it as an important point.
In this experiment, we randomly shutdown arbitrary number of the in-serving
slaves without giving any notice in advance to the master or other system members.
Our system was designed to achieve two goals. First this local crash should not
lead to disaster of the whole system, and it should not directly affect the running
of other system members. The current system implementation has fulfilled this
requirement. Any accidental leaving or crash of slave(s), or even the master, will
not influence other system members to properly process their present work. The
other goal is that the master should be able to detect any crash of slave(s), and
then merge the corresponding subtask(s) into the rest part of the task, which is
executed by the master unless stolen. Current prototype has implemented the
structure to maintain the counterpoints between the stealer and the stolen task.
But the detection of slave crash relies on entirely combination of our WSCP and the
cost model, because the real-time reports generated by the cost model are also used
to maintain the soft states. We believe this second goal of the system robustness
is easily achievable after we completely implement our cost model.
Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
Computational intensity and data format complexity often make media streaming
applications exceed the limit of processors and networks. Conventional solutions are
based on either developing supercomputers or constructing highly connected cluster
computers. These architecture-based approaches have the common disadvantage
of dependence on physical equipments. In this thesis, we present an approach
to perform computationally intensive task on video streams using software-based
parallel processing, and attempt to make our system independent of computer
hardware and network infrastructure. Our approach exploits idle general-purpose
PCs on a LAN to process multimedia tasks in parallel.
This thesis presents a concrete solution of building a distributed parallel system
to process video stream tasks. In our system, a task is represented in two different
modes. A graph mode implemented in C++ is efficient for task transformation,
while a script mode implemented in Tcl is convenient for user configuration. The
original task is decomposed into several subtasks by using the bandwidth-based
algorithm [9]. Work stealing used for multithreads was modified and applied as
our strategy for task scheduling. These subtasks are stolen by dynamically joining
slaves, who cooperate with the master to process the original task collaboratively.
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A control protocol, WSCP, was developed to manage communications in this dis-
tributed system. Two interpreters were set up for task processing. One is developed
to convert the graph-based task into the Tcl-based program. The other is used to
interpret this program by binding the operation primitives in Dali library [19].
The latter interpreter is a component of Degas [10] media processing agent. We
extended this processing agent by allowing source identification. A cost model for
evaluating the benefit of parallelism was designed to avoid unnecessary parallelism.
Experiments were carried out on our implemented prototype system in real
network environment. The experimental results demonstrate that our parallel sys-
tem significantly improves the efficiency of video task processing. It is also helpful
to enhance the QoS of multimedia application, and can be applied to exploiting
general-purpose computers on a common network.
6.2 Future Work
Our preliminary experimental results have demonstrated that our parallelism ap-
proach is a correct and effective direction to solve current challenge in video stream
processing. However, there are still many issues that need to be addressed.
First, our cost model needs to be fully implemented and tested for its estimation
accuracy. We are optimistic to the future experiment on this cost model. Our cost
model is made up of two main estimation models. One of them exploits histogram
technique to estimate the cost of a dedicated stealer. This histogram technique has
been applied in GRACE-OS [32] and proved as a simple and effective method for
this kind of estimation. The other one estimates processing cost by profiling the
relationship between processing costs on different working loads. This is reasonable
because Experiment 1 shows that the processing cost at a specific level of working
load approximates a straight line.
Second, simulation of our system should be performed to test the scalability of
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our system. Currently, we have implemented our system by generating real codes
and executing the system in real network environment. Although this supplied us
with the first-hand results, it is impossible to run the system in an Internet-based
network to demonstrate the scalability of our system. Current experimental results
are credible foundation for this further simulation.
Third, our current decomposition algorithm is based on minimizing bandwidth
consumption. This is only one of many possible criteria in task decomposition. If
the system is constructed on networks with enough bandwidth or the application
focuses on other concerns such as appropriate task size, proper mapping between
tasks and slaves, or maximizing sharing among multiple hosts, this bandwidth-
based algorithm will not completely meet the requirements. To render better ser-
vice in a heterogeneous environment and to enlarge the application scope of our
system, a decomposition algorithm with multiple criteria is desirable. Based on
different application requirements, this algorithm should be able to select suitable
criteria to decompose the task, or even to decompose one task by using multiple
criteria on different parts automatically according to the properties of tasks and
network computers.
Fourth, a slave should be able to run more than one deglet if it is powerful
enough. At present, a slave can only execute one deglet at one time. The ability
to process multiple subtasks can be realized in two ways. One is that we can build
multiple processing agents on one host if necessary. Each one is responsible for
only one subtask. The other is to extend the processing agent by allowing it to
manage multiple deglets at the same time. Compared with the former method, the
latter one is more difficult to implement but may achieve more efficiency if it is
well developed. For example, the latter method gives more opportunities to share
jobs among different subtasks.
Finally, security issues need to be addressed. Current design and implementa-
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tion only focus on system performance but not security. To apply our system to
practical environment, especially large-area, heterogeneous networks, security issue
must be included. For example, in a confidential video conference, some sensitive
contents may need to be encrypted. In addition, an authentication process may be
necessary when a new host requests to join our system collaboration.
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